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Kim, the red glow is from the mechanical conversion of expanding cold air into
heat by changes in magnetic flux.
The magnetic field surrounds the ship like a large one wind transformer loop.
This is what you find on an arc welder.
You can also melt metal in a circular bucket by running a changing magnetic flux
through the metal in the bucket.
I do not want to confuse you.
THE HULL IS A GIANT TRANSFORMER!!!
As the cold air expands against the magnetic field it induces a powerful electric
current in the hull.
All we are doing is using the work generated by the expanding cold air as it
pushes the magnetic plate away from the primary magnetic pole. This causes a
flux loop to change in value in the external hull and electric current is induced.
Therefore the red glow is from the induced electric current in the hull.
There is an antique telephone that used a permanent magnet against a
magnetized iron plate supported by a membrane. As you speak into the phone
the magnetic flux changes as the plate vibrates next to the permanent magnet.
An electric coil surrounding the permanent magnet sends a signal to a receiver.

There is also an induction experiment where an "IRON BILLET" is spun in
a permanent magnet field. The iron billet heats until it is "RED HOT".
This heating is from hysteretic and eddy currents in the iron billet as it cuts the
lines of magnetic flux from the permanent magnet.
The billet is "SOLID IRON”, a standard electric generator armature uses dozens
of "INSULATED PLATES" to keep eddy current loss at a minimal.
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The experiment demonstrates how a "SOLID IRON ARMATURE" is very power
wasting to electrical engineering students. That is also why a transformer core is
formed by dozens of separate iron plates.
The hull of the UFO is "SOLID METAL". Any change in the magnetic flux of the
central magnetic pole caused by the magnetic membrane motion against the
magnetic pole as cold air expands against it will induce an electric current. This
current is from thousands of small eddy currents in the rim of the UFO hull and is
what gives it its red glow.

----- Original Message ----From: ULAmerica@aol.com
To: jlbbal@grandsavingsbank.com
Sent: Tuesday, July 13, 2004 8:07 AM
Subject: Re: Canada Saucer
So what made it glow red? Is this caused by the differential changes in the magnetic field or was
this an indication of heat.
Sincerely...KAZ

